rKIN: Kernel-based method for estimating isotopic niche size and overlap.
The isotopic niche of consumers represents biologically relevant information on resource and habitat use. Several tools have been developed to quantify niche size and overlap. Nonetheless, methods adapted by spatial ecologists to quantify animal home ranges can be modified for use in stable isotope ecology when data are not normally distributed in bivariate space. We offer a tool that draws on existing spatial metrics, such as Minimum Convex Polygon (MCP) and Standard Ellipse Area (SEA), and add novel metrics using Kernel Utilization Density (KUD) estimators to measure isotopic niche size and overlap. We present examples using empirical and simulated data to demonstrate the performance of the package Kernel Isotopic Niches in R (rKIN) under various scenarios. Results of niche size from MCP, SEA and KUD were highly correlated but divergent among datasets. Overall, the KUD method produced the largest niche sizes and was more sensitive to the distribution of the isotopic data. Pairwise estimates of overlap were highly variable, likely because MCP and SEA inherently include or exclude un-used areas in the resulting niche estimate. Four bandwidth methods (reference, normal scale, plug-in, and biased cross-validation) produced comparable estimates of niche size and overlap at various samples sizes (10-40). Niche size and overlap were consistent across sample sizes > 15. Use of rKIN will allow isotope ecologists to quantify niche shifts, expansions, or contractions, as well as assess the performance of several estimation methods. The package also can be applied to other data types (e.g., principal component analysis, multi-dimensional scaling, etc.) so long as axes and measurement units are identical and can be converted to Cartesian coordinates.